
Beautiful exterior color that  
stands up to the elements



Beautiful results with moisture resistance
Every structure’s exterior should have a beautiful look and excellent protection, no matter  
the weather. Benjamin Moore® Element Guard® is a premium exterior paint specially  
formulated to offer advanced moisture protection that performs in any weather, including  
wet and humid environments.

Stands up to the elements
Element Guard’s 100% acrylic resin provides protection against wind-driven rain,  
excessive humidity and other harsh weather conditions.

Benjamin Moore premium quality
Excellent adhesion, resistance to cracking and peeling, and superior hide and color  
retention combine to ensure Element Guard will apply all Benjamin Moore exterior  
colors in premium quality, designed to last and backed by a limited lifetime warranty.



KEY FEATURES BENEFITS

Provides a mildew-resistant coating
Create exterior protection that stands up to all types  
of moisture

100% acrylic resin formula
Provide excellent adhesion and resistance to peeling  
and cracking

Engineered with Gennex® Color Technology
Contributes to superior hide and color retention across 
Benjamin Moore colors

Colors for Vinyl palette
Offer a painting option for vinyl siding with 75 Benjamin  
Moore colors that have been tested and identified to  
avoid sun-induced warping.*

*Be sure to inspect and confirm proper installation. Make repairs as needed.  
 Before painting, always check specific vinyl manufacturer’s guidelines and the Technical Data Sheet.

Element Guard® A leading national competitor

EARLY RAIN RESISTANCE: 
Apply at least 60 minutes before rainfall
We painted two coats of Element Guard and a leading national competitor’s product side by side onto 
the same substrate and allowed one hour of dry time before exposing the substrate to one hour of high 
moisture conditions. See how Element Guard maintains its finish quality, while the competitor’s product 
blisters in the moisture.

*After application over wood, primed surfaces or previously painted surfaces (77°F / 50% RH).  
Other surfaces such as hardboard or vinyl may require a longer dry time.

Paint with confidence: Extend your workday and 
the painting season
Apply Element Guard...

  At least 60 minutes* before rainfall or dew

 In colder months with temperatures as low as 35°F

 In warmer months with temperatures as high as 100°F
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Your Benjamin Moore® representative is here to answer your 
questions about Element Guard® exterior paint.

Find your rep: 1-866-708-9180 or benjaminmoore.com.

CODE GLOSS/SHEEN VOLUME SOLIDS COVERAGE1 DRY TIME2 VOC RANGE

0763 Flat  
(0.5-2.5 @ 85°) 34.5 ± 2%

300 – 400 sq. ft. Touch: 1 Hour
Recoat: 4 Hours < 50 g/L0764 Low Lustre 

(10 – 15 @ 60°) 34.2 ± 2%

0765 Soft Gloss 
(50 – 60 @ 60°) 37.8 ± 2%

SDSs and TDSs are available at benjaminmoore.com. 
1Theoretical gallon coverage at recommended film thickness (sq. ft) 2Dry time at 77˚F (25˚C) at 50% RH. 


